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1. Congress may not have the tools to defend us from a
treasonous @WhiteHouse and treasonous @SenateGOP
majority. When Trump and the @KremlinRussia_E stole
the election, I knew then that to survive the states will
have to act. That time has come. It must begin or we are
doomed.

2. @NewYorkStateAG @AGBecerra can coordinate their efforts. NY can start bank

and tax investigations against the @Trump family and @GOP RNC that have received

Russian money. Here is some of the proof that I fear is being burred by #SDNY USA

Berman who was supposed to recuse.

3. Berman is on the letterhead in this Trump Russia related case. The above page is

sworn @FBI evidence from Natalie Sour Edwards complaint that evidences the June
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2016 Russian op was about money, not just dirt. Ben Brafman, Harvey Weinstein's

attorney, represents Edwards, a

4. low level #FinCEN employee. Who's paying him? New York's AG must demand the

Edwards GJ file and begin the process of seizing all the Trump family and RNC

assets. In the meantime California has a treason statute that carries beyond life in

prison. @AGBecerra should open a

5. special grand jury for the Trump family and RNC. Go after Don Jr, Kushner and

the RNC/KochBrothers. If there's sufficient evidence, indict & arrest them. Hold

without bail pending treason trial. New York can move on the Trump and RNC assets

in NY. Lien them all. In Bankruptcy

6. foreign lenders of 666 5th can be subordinated for bribery and State liens jump to

first place so NY ends up owning the building along with all Trump and RNC Koch

assets in NY. Once the Trump family sees that they are about to lose all their assets

they will be motivated

7. to turn on @realDonaldTrump. Remember, for Trump it's always about money. I

spotted it in 2016. His loan to his campaign disappeared right around the time

Trump team met the Russians.
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8. I fear @SpeakerPelosi doesn't have a competent litigation team in place. That's her

responsibility. We are at war with Russia and it is in control of the @WhiteHouse.

This is really happening. @NewYorkFBI and @FBIWFO need to release what they

have on the Trump family and RNC.

9. Putin has already had FBI Counter Intelligence heads fired. In time he will seek to

have all the @FBI CI rounded up. You don't have a clue of who you are dealing with.

When Trump tells you that it's a coup, believe him. The FBI has to release the

Counter Intelligence report.

10. @SenatorBurr @DevinNunes @GOPLeader and @senatemajldr are all

compromised so you can't trust it to the Gang of Eight. You have to make it public

and let the chips fall where they may. @RepAdamSchiff @MarkWarner

@SenSchumer @NSAGov #ThisIsNotADrill
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